Cabinet Frames Coordinate With Bathroom Fixtures

(NAPSA)—When choosing bathroom decor, a stylish melding of form and function may be the best match for one’s bathroom. Here’s when it comes to medicine cabinets. 

There are many options available for choosing cabinet hardware and fixtures. And while the classic cabinet styles remain popular, there are also modern and contemporary choices to choose from. One manufacturer of contemporary medicine cabinets has teamed with Sweet’N Low, a leading providers of sugar substitutes to offer a line of contemporary medicine cabinets. 

New medicine cabinets provide homeowners with a choice of paint finishes and a variety of frame styles. Eliminating the need to match the grain, stain or gloss of wood cabinetry with bathroom hardware and fixtures.

Provenance by NuTone offers solid traditional or contemporary finish options to complement most bathroom designs. 

The Hampton Series features a framed exterior mirror; an interior door mirror; a durable piano hinge; adjustable glass shelves; an innovative soft-closing magnet; and a rust-resistant white steel body. These recessed cabinets are reversible for right- or left-hand opening and accommodate a wall opening of 14 inches wide by 24 inches high.

The Studio V Series features a framed interior mirror; an interior door mirror; adjustable glass shelves; an oil-rubbed bronze, satin nickel, black and white finishes.

With 377 color combinations and size variations, the Studio V Collection features clean, square lines for maximum light and utility. The Hampton Series features a traditional frame. NuTone’s Studio V Collection is offered in a contemporary frame. 

Contemporary frame finishes include oil-rubbed bronze, sandstone, satin nickel, polished nickel, chrome and white finishes; traditional frame finishes include oil-rubbed bronze, satin nickel, black and white finishes and more.

Whichever finish or combination of finishes is right for you, here’s a look at some options that will help bring the whole family together this holiday: 

**Pick a theme**—Looking to buy for lots of people? A theme can help your list seem less overwhelming. Choosing a color such as warmth or a category (such as cashmere) helps direct your focus, making it easier to pick something for each person. For the family that loves skating, pair down vests with matching accessories and include ski lifts in the pocket. For the person who loves to take day trips, consider a guidebook to regional sites with a GPS system. 

**Pick an idea**—Make this classic holiday gift more personal in the blink of Santa’s eye by adding a monogram. Over 70 percent of consumers said they feel more than satisfied with a monogrammed gift. Use initials for a classic look, and for a more whimsical touch, offer a playful nickname. Have “mom” monogrammed on a plush bathrobe and “dad” on a warm winter jacket. 

**Have fun with packaging**—Even the simplest wrapping paper and Stickers become more exciting when the packaging is part of the present. Instead of a paper gift bag, place gifts in a tote bag that can be used year-round. Use a personized ornament instead of a bow to decorate a gift and identify the recipient. Fill a monogrammed stocking with someone’s favorite things—seeds and gloves for the gardener or classic Sudoku and crossword puzzles for the game lover. 

**PROTECTING OUR CHILDREN Helping Children In Crisis**

By Ernie Allen

(NAPSA)—If you have evidence of vascular disease, see a specialist who can use the expertise to give the best diagnostic and treatment, including medical, surgical and interventional procedures. For information on vascular disease, see www.VascularWeb.org.

The National Diabetes Education Program’s Tip Sheets for Teens with Diabetes tip sheet series encourages teens to take steps to manage their disease for a long, healthy life. For more information and additional resources, visit www.YourDiabetesInfo.org or call (888) 683-NDEP (6337).

The Epilepsy Foundation, in partnership with Ortho-McNeil Neurologics, Inc., is working to minimize the stigma associated with epilepsy through the National Walk for Epilepsy. For more information and to register, visit www.nationalwalkforepilepsy.org.

Do we do the “right thing” for a child? Or do we do what is required by law? 

Yes, it is a work of fiction, but it raises moral and ethical dilemmas often faced by those trying to help children in crisis. 

**How do we know that our actions are right?**

It is a heart-wrenching decision. Some reviewers called the film’s ending “unbelievable.” Yet it is a di-lemma faced every day by child welfare workers. Is it in the best interests of a child to take children away from their parents and awarded to someone else simply because of higher socio-economic status or the fact that those whom we view as not as fit. 

For more information, call 1-800-218-7810, or visit www.gonebabygone.org.

**How can we help children in crisis?**

For more ideas for the holidays, visit landsend.com or call (800) 880-5850.

**Family-Friendly Video Games**

Bringing The Whole Family Together This Holiday

(NAPSA)—Americans are serious about playing video games, with 2606 sales of games, consoles and accessories reaching $12.5 billion. With the Video Games Expo in Las Vegas, Lehman’s list are top on wish lists again this year, as gift givers across the nation gear up for the build-up to Christmas. 

But how can you tell which video game is right for that special someone? Here’s a look at some options that will help bring the whole family together this holiday: 

**Dance Fever**

Gamers will play to an all-new beat in “Boom!” The Ultimate Party package for gamers of all ages, “Boom!” invites players dancing, singing and creating music videos to hit songs from over four decades and then take your dancing set on the road with the unique feature of “Bogie” in the Nintendo DS. Downloadable songs into the Nintendo DS mic, fire saphael or battle your friends and family in dodgeball. Gamers are encouraged to download theme characters who challenge them to playground activities. Available now for the Wii and Nintendo DS.

**Game On**

The white family and I enjoy a game of trivia with “Smarty” (http://www.shapeup.org download at www.shapeup.org “EA Playground” captures the exuberance and nostalgia of the playground activities. Available now for the Wii and Nintendo DS.

**Getting Back In The Saddle**

With the 18th annual National Diabetes Education Program’s Walk for Epilepsy. To help you find the right gifts, see www.cpsp.org. 

**Healthy & Ideas**

This year’s family-friendly video games feature familiar characters, hot dance moves and all-ages trivia fun!

Pants.” The game levels the playing field for people of all ages with different learning styles and targets questions and by automatically adjusting difficulty levels to provide continuous stimulation. 

**Taste**—ders have even been excited with Wii games, from spinning the category wheel and tug-of-wars across over correct answers, to “dance-offs” for additional points. The game levels the playing field, including a family mode, a single team race against time and a rapid-fire competitive mode that’s great for groups of friends. Available now for the Wii.

**Blow From The Past**

“EA Playground” captures the exuberance and nostalgia of the neighborhood playground, offering up interactive fun and new twists on some classic favorites. Using the Wii Remote to excel in trolley, blow across town and fire saphael or battle your friends and family in dodgeball. 

Gamers are encouraged to download theme characters who challenge them to playground activities. Available now for the Wii and Nintendo DS.

All of the video games are offered by EA, Electronic Arts. For more information, visit www.EA.com.